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¹ Not permitted for high-balance loans or manufactured homes.  At least one borrower on the loan must have a credit score.  At least one borrower must be a first-time homebuyer.  For a limited 

cash-out refinance, Fannie Mae must be the owner of the existing mortgage.  All borrowers must occupy the property.  Non-occupant borrowers are limited to maximum 95%. 

² Combination of HomeReady and Manufactured Housing: If a transaction includes a combination of HomeReady and manufactured housing, the more restrictive eligibility requirements of each of 

those transactions apply. DU will apply the applicable eligibility requirements, but the lender must determine eligibility for manually underwritten loans. 

 

NOTE: 

For DU approved loan casefiles with more than one borrower, an average median credit score as follows when determining if a loan casefile meets the minimum 620 credit 

score requirement: 

▪ First, DU will determine each borrower’s applicable credit score (middle of the three scores received, or the lower of the two when only two scores received). 

• Second, DU will average the applicable credit scores for all of the borrowers on the loan casefile to determine if the score requirement is met. 

 Pricing and Mortgage Insurance will continue to use the representative score of the loan file, middle of 3 or lower of 2, regardless of the number of borrowers on the loan. 

 

Manual Underwriting¹ 

 Maximum DTI ≤ 36% Maximum DTI ≤ 45% 

Transaction Type Number of Units Maximum 
LTV/CLTV 

Credit Score / LTV Minimum Reserves Credit Score / LTV Minimum Reserves 

PRIMARY RESIDENCE 
 
 
Purchase 
Limited Cash-Out 
Refinance 

 
 

1 Unit 

 
 

FRM/ARM:  95% 

680 if > 75% 
640 if ≤ 75% 0 720 if > 75% 

680 if ≤ 75% 

 
0 
 FRM:  620 if ≤ 75% 2 

660 if > 75% 
6 

700 if > 75% 
660 if ≤ 75% 

6 

2 Units FRM/ARM:  85% 680 if > 75% 
640 if ≤ 75% 6 

700 if > 75% 
680 if ≤ 75% 

6 

3-4 Units FRM/ARM:  75% 660 6 680 6 

Desktop Underwriter² 
Transaction Type Number of Units Maximum LTV / CLTV 

PRIMARY RESIDENCE   
 
Purchase 
Limited Cash-Out Refinance 

1 Unit 97%¹ 
 

2 Units 85% 

3-4 Units 75% 
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¹ Not allowed on manufactured homes or high-balance loans. 


